To: Subscribers:
- NOAA Weather Wire Service
- Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
- NOAAPort
- Other NWS Partners, Users and Employees

From: Stephen W. Bieda III, Ph.D., Chief
Severe, Fire, Public, and Winter Weather Services Branch

Subject: Soliciting Comments on the Experimental Caribbean and Central American Rainfall Graphic through November 30, 2025

The NWS National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the Weather Prediction Center (WPC) are soliciting comments on the Experimental Caribbean and Central American Rainfall Graphic through November 30, 2025.

Forecasters from the NWS/NCEP/WPC and NHC have been using this graphical product for internal applications and coordination in support of Caribbean, South and Central American nations for a number of years. This product provides a graphical display of forecast rainfall totals associated with a tropical cyclone or disturbance for a specified time period, based on forecaster discretion. The graphic will allow for enhanced communication to external partners, media and the general public of the expected rainfall. The product will now be publicly available via hurricanes.gov whenever a named storm is present.

More detailed information about the Experimental Caribbean and Central American Rainfall Graphics can be found in the NWS Product Description Document (PDD) at the following URL:

https://nsdesk.servicenowservices.com/api/g_noa/nwspc/res2/1751474e1b42fd5021dd20eae54bcbd9

Comments on this experimental product may be sent to:

Kimberly McMahon
NWS Public Weather Services Program Manager
Severe, Fire, Public, and Winter Weather Services Branch
Silver Spring, MD
kimberly.mcmahon@noaa.gov

Jessica Schauer
NWS Tropical Services Program Manager
Marine, Tropical and Tsunami Services Branch
Miami, FL
tropical.program@noaa.gov
National Public Information Statements are online at:

https://www.weather.gov/notification/
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